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objectives

musical considerations

Build an intelligent musical system which allows for
improvisation.

After some testing, processes were added which
further regulated underlying pulse and effects states.

Micro and macro probability based decisions
generate a programmable musical ”personality”.

Master time control sets a regular macro tempo (e.g.
5” in this piece) for large scale change. This value
varies within a given range according to amplitude
and onset derived from input. This component
approaches accelerando/rallentando.

System’s flexibility allows factors to be modified
in order to make wholly new and original musical
personalities.

structure
INTERACTIVE PERFORMANCE SYSTEM
Input is routed to 4 channels. These channels pass
through a series of effects whose parameters are
controlled by a series of processes which are either
based on the input’s amplitude and onset rate or by
random processes.
Data is commonly relayed to probablistically defined
behaviors.
These collections of behaviors then control all of
the somewhat periodic changes of the piece on
three levels of structure in the temporal and sonic
domains.
The result is a somewhat predictable musical
personality, whose content is generated almost
exclusively by the performer, and operates by
creating probablistic series of settings.
ALLOWS FOR IMPROVISATION
While personality driven, these series of settings are
virtually infinite in combination (which is very much
in the ideal of improvisation, at least).
The fit of the acoustic and electronic components
seems comfortable and flexible for the musicians
who’ve experimented with the system.
The programming is able to adapt to both
instrumental qualities and the individual style of
artists. This dialogue is imbues large scale structures
with the performer’s notions of gesture and time.

The probability of the system to temporarily lock
parameters at the second and third structural levels
is also driven by amplitude and onset derived from
input. This mimics a peformer’s likelihood to stay
in a given area; in this case we prioritzed higher
amplitudes and greater activity.
Additionally, onset rate is controlling a reaction
time parameter. This was created to introduce a
more human response time to the processes. This
parameter uses a bell shaped, gaussian distribution
with a variable mean and pre-programmed variance.
In trials it was found that more cohesive music was
arrived at through constant dialogue between
performer and system.

next steps
This model has been performed with soloist and in a
trio of saxophone, movement, and graphics with all
three controlling varying levels of parameters.
This model was loosely based on ideas taken from
Merzbow. It would be fun to experiement with
mapping some future personalities more rigorously.
Currently negotiating with a fantastic saxophone/
trumpet duo from ICE on which to construct a
completely new piece in this effects-pedal-becomesmusical-contributor realm.
A personality for percussion soloist is also in process.
We’d like to construct a one piece stomp box for
aesthetics and practicality in some instances. At the
moment we are looking at rasberry pi.
Explore the implementation of higher level machine
learning techniques.
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